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Design you can feel.
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Designed in Australia for the Australian climate by a Swiss-German engineering team and assembled by hand in a state of the art manufacturing facility in Taiwan.

Aeratron’s approach in designing our world-class ceiling fans was to completely rethink the shape and underlying technology of the common ceiling fans. As a result, Aeratron operates in complete harmony with the natural world with fans that stand in class all by themselves.

AeroDC’s range of high-performance CHOICE® rated designer Aeratron ceiling fans work to seamlessly blend into their environment. Utilising the body’s own natural cooling system to optimise efficiency and won’t dry your skin and eyes like air conditioning.

With a winning design in hand, we then turned to technology to help minimize fan noise and improve efficiency. We added a unique Self-Balancing System to prevent the fan from wobbling and were able to reduce energy consumption of the fans by a further 50%.
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World’s quietest ceiling fan


Silence Inspired by Nature


Experience the Aeratron difference with our industry-leading range of ceiling fans that are made to be seen (not heard). The Aeratron brand has been pursuing excellence for over 10 years.
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State of the art features

Beautiful, architecturally-designed ceiling fans that meet the highest aesthetic demands and operate in virtual silence.

To provide optimum ambience, Aeratron fans operate in virtual silence, even while functioning at the highest settings. This amazing technical wizardry is actually the result of biometric engineering inspired by the shape of bird wings. The aerodynamic contours of the Aeratron 3D-aerofoil blades include small winglets designed to dramatically reduce annoying air vortex, blade drag and swirl that is common with most conventional fans.





Top Quality

Aeratron ceiling fans uses superior materials and design elements to change the way you experience air-movement.






Superior Design

The Aeratron range offers a unique, contemporary and organic design created for cutting-edge performance.
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Get in Touch









Monday to Thursday, 9am – 5pm, Friday 9am – 4:30pm AEST
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